
PEPORT ON OFFICER'S DUTIES IN REGARDS TO TPF PRESIDENT'S KIPPER 

LESLIE D. PONTGOvERY - f1047 

Fe day. November 22, 1963 at 12:25 pm Marvin Johnson 879 and myself, while 

working as partners, went into the Dales Cafe,located at 3007 Lemmon Avenue, to 

eat lunch. Johnson and I sat down at the table and looked at the menu. I told 

Johnson to order for me thct I was going to call the office and tell thorn that 

we would be out at this location. I called the office and talked to Lt. Wells. 

I told Lt. yells that we would be out to eat, and the Lieutenant informed me that 

the President had been shot and to return to the office immediately. I hung 

up the phone, told Johnson that the President had been shot, and we were to return 

to the office immediately. We got into our car and returned to the city hall 

and our office. 

Upon our return to the office Lt. Wells told us to report to Elm and Houston. 

We got into our car and drove to Elm and Houston and arrived there approximately 

l2s50 pm. Detective Johnson and myself entered the building, Texas Book Deposi- ' 

tory, and went directly to the 6th floor where we contacted Captain Fritz. 

Captain Fritz put Johnson protecting part of the scene on the 6th floor and my-

self protecting the part of the scene where the window was that the shooting took 

place. I remained at this location in the Texas Book Depository on the 6th 

floor until Det. Studebaker of the crime lab search section had dusted the 

windows and surrounding boxes for prints. I found a long brown paper sack 

looking item that looked homemade. It was beneath and to the left of the window 

where the shooting took place. I believed this to be the container that the 

rifle Oswald used was in. Det. Studebaker dusted this item and initialed it. 

Pet. Johnson and myself initialed it also. Pet. Johnson had a Dr. Pepper bottle 

that was in the area of the scene that he was protecting. Dot. Studebaker dusted 

this item for prints. 	Approximately 2130 pm upon completion of the work of 
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